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SQL Learning System implemented by Web Application for Beginner
Ryouta ISHIGE, Tatsuya OGAWA, Keisuke SASE and Masanori HIRANO
In this paper, we propose an effective SQL Learning system that can study easily
for the student who studies SQL for the first time, and we report on the result of the
development and the evaluation. The learner can study when his convenience is good if
learner’s personal computer is connected with the Internet because the SQL Learning
system has achieved as web application. The original database and the SQL sentence
and the execution result of SQL sentence are displayed on one study screen.
Consequently, the screen that studies easily has been achieved. Even if the error SQL
sentence of the learner is input, a wrong part is plainly pointed out by error processing
on the system. The mistake of two or more places is answered correctly pointing out
only one place, and repeating the correction. We got a good evaluation from the student
who used this system about a appropriate screen and a comprehensible error message.
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